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Submissions
� Essays in combination with films (max. 120 min) should be around 3000 words
� Photo essays, as well as essays combined with audio files, should be about 5000 words
� Additionally, we ask you to submit the following:

o An abstract of not more than 300 words
o Keywords (not capitalized) describing both the audio-visual media and the essay
o The regional focus of the submission
o Your E-mail address

� Please read and agree to the copyright notice

Films, Audio and Photos
Film

� In digital format (if needed, along with password) in the highest possible
compressed resolution

� Preferrable as h264 in .avi or .mpeg2 format
� A preview link for submission is sufficient, but for publishing the file is needed
� Burned in subtitles if the spoken language is not English

Photographs
� Preferable .jpg or .png format
� Placement of the photographs marked in the essay along with captions and
copyright notice

� Images for the final layout as separate files in the highest possible resolution

Audio
� Provide a file either in .mp3 or .wav in good quality
� Provide a cover image for publication on the homepage

Other
� Further audio-visual incorporation can be discussed with the editors and layout
team according to the technical possibilities afforded by our host platform

Essays
� Font: Calibri, size: 13pt, line spacing 1,8, grouped style
� Please provide headings and sub-headings for structure
� Headings are not capitalized, aside from the title
� New paragraphs are introduced with a blank line
�We follow the 17th edition of Chicago style of reference (Author, Date)

https://hasp.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/journals/dasta/about/submissions
https://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/home.html
https://hasp.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/journals/dasta/about/submissions
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� Films should be quoted like texts and the time code provided in minutes and seconds.
o Example: (Kramer 2017, 40:32); or simply (40:32).

� Doubles are used for both quotes and contested terms. The full stop is within them.
o Then he said: “You want to be a documentary filmmaker? What a waste of time.”

� Extended quotes (more than 50 words) are indented, center aligned, in italics, and without
quotation marks.
�We use Oxford comma.

o “We met Peter, Paul, and Mary.”
� Dates are written in this format: March 15, 2014.
� Film and book titles appear in italics.
� Em dashes (—) without spaces instead of en dashes (–) are used.
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